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Catch-22 
To: Our Valued Investors From: Chan Wai Chee 

Letter: M02/2022/01 Dept: Managed Account 

Email: MAenquiries@phillip.com.sg Date 4 January 2022 

Re: 
No-tantrum, Catch-22, China 2.0,  Crude 
Oil, Semicon, USD, Gold, US 

Re: Functions, as fundamentals 

 

No-tantrum Taper 

US Treasury bond yields, between 4 August and 29 December, rose 58 bps (2-year), 62 bps (5-
year), 36 bps (10-year), and 13 bps (30-year). The curve is flattening. It is doubting economic growth 
over the longer term. Between 15 December (FOMC) and 29 December, these yields rose 6, 3, 8, 
10 bps respectively, giving a little respect to taper/rate hikes – hardly any tantrum over the multiple 
taper/rate hike announcement.  

Meanwhile, the Eurodollar yield curve has been slightly inverted (between 20-year and 30-year) 
since November. 

Since 1998, stocks have risen as yields rise; and, stocks have fallen as yields fall. We are therefore 
staying invested until yields fall. As yields rise, banks will benefit, but REITs can be taken selectively. 

But we are increasing diversification in our portfolios. This has come about due to rich valuations, 
changing government pursuits taking root (not infrastructure), disfavored sectors that have become 
detested (e.g. crude oil), and opportunities in excellent businesses in disfavored sectors (e.g. home 
building). 

In 2022, we still have a Catch-22 situation. We have percentages in portfolios to catch up to. We 
are finding quite a number of stocks to catch. 

 

Catch-22 

USD financing is a collateral-based system. Because the collateral is the US Treasury (very short 
in supply relative to the USD loans), it is a Catch-22 situation. The US debt ceiling recently increased 
by $2.5T to $31.4T. The collateral (US Treasury) multiple (number of times re-lent) is between 6X 
and 9X. Will this miserly $2.5T make a difference? To have more US Treasuries for the world, the 
US needs bigger deficits, as replacing retiring debt will not be sufficient. Deficits or debt ceilings 
carry legal, maybe constitutional or political obstacles. 
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Lending to large corporations to invest in capital markets is easier to manage versus lending to 
smaller enterprises in the growth part of the economy. The low interest rates, and the monopolies 
created globally might have been the main results. Except for China, from this point forward. 

 

China 2.0 

Over the next four years, around $400B USD bonds issued by Chinese firms will come due. The 
lack of dollars has made refinancing difficult. Default risk therefore looms large, especially in the 
properties sector. “Common prosperity” might not have been a choice of President Xi. The global 
financial system hiccups whenever there is an unseasonal demand for collaterals. The global 
financial system breaks down when there is a run on collaterals. “Common prosperity” may allow 
the substitution of the corporate borrower (in USD) by the householder borrower (in RMB). It may 
provide the resurgence of competition to challenge the monopolies, if small enterprises are able to 
get loans, due to government persuasion. 

Our investments in China will have this focus. We do not hope for fiscal measures. 

As for what to avoid, we have learned the hard way. We will not forget Executive Order 13971 that 
Trump signed on 5 January, 2021, which the Biden Administration has not abandoned. 

 
 
Crude Oil 

Because of the rush to invest in renewables and ESG, absurdities in reporting abound. Reports are 
about why oil properties were sold, but none is written about why these were bought. Reports are 
about the smaller target number of barrels per day of crude we are going to use in 2050, but none 
talks about the capex needed to get there (because the existing oil fields cannot be producing the 
2050 demand). 

Yes, this is hate. We are finding value. With little digging. 

 

Semicon 

Before we comment, there are some keynote conferences to catch in the next few hours: Qualcomm, 
Intel, Nvidia, AMD … at the CES. 

 

Forex 

USD Index was between 96-96.5 in December.  
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Gold 

Gold has gone above $1800, but Silver has remained below $24. 

As long as the current repo-financing (collaterals vs unsecured) system remains, we need Gold as 
a deflation hedge (little opportunity cost). This remains in the core part of SMART and Global Funds 
portfolios, and some customized portfolios, but at a lower percentage than before. Until Silver 
catches up. 

 

US 

CFNAI for November is +0.37, as far as US national economic activity is concerned. CFNAI states 
that above −0.7 is characteristic of periods of economic expansion, below −0.7 means increasing 
chance of recession, and above +0.2 means significant chance of recovery. Bond market is doubtful, 
though. 

 

 

Thank you 

Keep your immune system up, even if it moves from Omicron to Chi. 

We are grateful for your trust, and continuing support. 
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Important Information 

This newsletter is provided to you for general information only and does not constitute a recommendation or an offer or solicitation 

for any investment. The information contained in the newsletter has been obtained from public sources which Phillip Securities 

Pte. Ltd. (“PSPL”) has no reason to believe are unreliable and any analysis, forecasts, projections, expectations and opinion s 

contained in this newsletter are based on such information and are expressions of belief of the individual author or the indicated 

source (as applicable) only. PSPL makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, that such information is accurate,  

complete, appropriate or verified or should be relied upon as such. Past performance of any investment product or company 

referred to in this newsletter is not indicative of future results. 

Any such information or opinion contained in this newsletter is subject to change, and PSPL shall not have any responsibility to 

maintain or update the information or opinions made available or to supply any corrections, updates or releases in connection  

therewith. In no event will PSPL or persons associated with or connected to PSPL, including but not limited to i ts officers, 

directors, employees or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this newsletter, (i) be liable in any manner whatsoever 

for any consequences (including but not limited to any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential losses, loss of profits 

and damages) of any reliance or usage of this newsletter or (ii) accept any legal responsibility from any person who receives  

this newsletter, even if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, 

valuations and prices contained in this material are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any time without p rior 

notice. 

This newsletter does not constitute, and should not be used as a substitute for, tax, legal or  investment advice. This newsletter 

should not be relied upon exclusively or as authoritative without further being subject to the recipient’s own independent  

verification and exercise of judgment. 

Recipients should be aware that many of the investment products which may be described in this newsletter involve significant 

risks and may not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such investment products 

should not be made unless all such risks are understood and an independent determination has been made that such 

transactions would be appropriate. Any discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any investment product should  

not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of such risks. You should seek advice from a qualified 

financial advisor before relying on the information, analyses and opinions for any investment decisions. 

Our representatives appointed under the Financial Advisers Act (“FAA”) may be authorised to engage in non-FAA activities of 

marketing, client acquisition and client servicing of managed accounts services. Our representatives who are appointed under  

the Securities and Futures Act to conduct fund management activity (“FM Reps”), i.e. the Por tfolio/Fund Managers, will be 

managing clients’ money and investments, in addition to marketing, client acquisition and client servicing of managed accounts 

services. 

PSPL is a member of the PhillipCapital Group of Companies. The PhillipCapital Group of Companies, their affiliates and/or their 

officers, directors and employees may own or have positions in any shares, units and other investments mentioned herein or  

any investment related thereto and may from time to time add to or dispose of any such investment. Any member of the 

PhillipCapital Group of Companies may have acted upon or used the information, analyses and opinions herein before they  have 

been published. 

This newsletter has been provided to you for personal use only and shall not be reproduced , distributed or published by you in 

whole or in part, for any purpose. If you have received this document by mistake, please delete or destroy it, and notify the  

sender immediately. PSPL shall not be liable for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in 

this newsletter. 

This newsletter is only for the purpose of distribution in Singapore. The information and material presented herein are not  

directed, intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution, 

availability or use would be contrary to the applicable law or regulation or which would subject PSPL to any registration or  

licensing or other requirement, or penalty for contravention of such requirements within such jurisdiction. 
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